Abstract-This paper investigates how to enhance the energy and spectral efficiency (ESE) performance of large-scale cellular networks by offloading mobile traffic with the aid of device-to-device (D2D) communication. By appropriately exploiting the D2D-based mobile-traffic offloading mechanism, the users' behaviors and the specific network operating conditions, we develop an ESE evaluation framework for large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks. This framework enables us to characterize the explicit relationship between the network's ESE and the offloading parameters as well as to quantify the influence of the users' behavior. Explicitly, we quantify the effects of the mobile-traffic intensity, the users' quality of service requirements as well as the base station density and other cellular system parameters on the achievable ESE. Tractable closed-form ESEexpressions are derived for a pair of spectrum sharing schemes, namely, D2D overlay and underlay in-band modes. Furthermore, we apply the analytical results to derive an optimal D2D-enabled mobile-traffic offloading scheme for the D2D overlay cellular networks to maximize the network's ESE under a specific maximal cellular user outage and D2D transmitter power constraint. The numerical and simulation results are provided to verify our modeling accuracy and to demonstrate the impact of the system parameters on the achievable ESE.
I. INTRODUCTION
D EVICE-TO-DEVICE (D2D) communication has been recognized as a significant component of supporting the emerging demands for popular local area services in the fifthgeneration (5G) mobile network [1] - [3] . In a D2D-enabled cellular network, mobile devices (MDs) are allowed to directly link to other proximity devices without going through their associated base stations (BSs). Despite the increased interference caused by D2D communications, substantial performance benefits can be obtained, including more efficient resource utilization, extended cellular coverage, and enhanced network throughput. It has been widely accepted that the evolution to the 5G system should not only dramatically enhance the enduser's quality of service (QoS) and the system capacity but also significantly improve the system's energy efficiency (EE) [4] . Thus, achieving an increased performance by exploiting the energy-and spectral resources more efficiently whilst satisfying specific end-user QoS constraints is a crucial design target in the D2D-enabled cellular network.
It is worth highlighting the main reason for introducing D2D communications into the cellular network in the first place. A substantial amount of cellular spectrum and energy resources are consumed by MDs to repeatedly download an ever-increasing number of common contents from cellular BSs, such as large files containing photos or videos in social networks [5] . According to Cisco [6] , the global mobile data traffic grew 63 percent in 2016, reaching 7.2 exabytes per month at the end of 2016, and it is expected to increase sevenfold between 2016 and 2021, reaching 49 exabytes per month by 2021. It is inconceivable that the existing and future cellular networks can cope with such ever-increasing amount of mobile traffic without alternative relief mechanisms. In fact, the mobile traffic offloaded to WiFi already exceeded cellular traffic in 2015 [6] . This problem can be further mitigated by offloading more of the cellular traffic to D2D communication [7] - [9] .
The physical operations supporting D2D-based mobiletraffic offloading include proximity discovery, mode selection and resource allocation [10] - [14] . These operations are always coupled with the users' behaviors and with the resource/ QoS-constrained physical cellular situations [5] . Therefore, the modelling of the D2D-based mobile-traffic offloading and the evaluation of the overall energy and spectrum efficiency (ESE) performance are quite challenging [20] - [22] . Moreover, it is important to optimize the system performance by taking into account both the temporal and the geographic fluctuations of the users' behaviors as well as the time-varying physical cellular scenarios.
A. Related Works
In terms of resource utilization, such as spectrum sharing and power control, many schemes were proposed to improve the D2D communication performance [10] - [19] . For example, several resource allocation algorithms were proposed in [10] to maximize the throughput, where other system indicators, such as the maximum power constraint and rate constraints, are regarded as the constraints. The approach proposed in the study [11] maximizes the throughput while considering both the D2D and cellular link qualities as constraints. The authors of [12] developed an energy-efficient spectrum sharing strategy, which jointly considers mode selection, uplink reuse allocation and power control. We also note that the contributions [12] - [19] consider the EE or ESE as a key D2D design indicator. It can be seen that these existing works analyze the EE and spectrum efficiency aspects of D2D communication. However, their analytical results were based on the singlecell scenario with a small number of users and, therefore, can hardly be adopted in the analysis and evaluation of largescale D2D-enabled cellular networks. Several mobile-traffic offloading methods aimed at different service types were investigated in [20] - [25] , but again, these results can only be applied to a local network area.
Performance analysis and optimization of large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks were considered in [26] - [29] . Specifically, the study [26] proposed two different power control schemes and analyzed the coverage performance in a large-scale D2D-assisted cellular network. A D2D communication framework was proposed in [27] for analyzing the signal to interference plus noise ratio distributions and the average rates. Additionally, the authors of [28] incorporated spectrum sharing and provided a comparative coverage performance analysis of two different sharing modes. Both mode selection and power control were conceived for the uplink of a largescale D2D-enabled cellular network in [29] . However, these treatises did not analyze the influence of the temporal and geographic fluctuations of mobile traffic. By investigating a wide range of D2D communication operational conditions, including mode selection, varying maximum D2D link distances and user densities, the influence of average user rate on the achievable performance of a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network is quantified in [30] . However, all the abovementioned contributions focus on user-centric performance measures, such as coverage probability or achievable system capacity but they do not analyze the ESE of large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks. Specifically, they all assume a constant power consumption in each BS and ignore the impact of mobile-traffic migration due to the offloading operation on the resource utilization and ESE. As demonstrated in our recent work [31] , it is essential to adopt a realistic variable power consumption model for BSs in order to analyze and optimize the ESE of heterogeneous cellular networks.
It is quite a challenge to characterize the relationship between the mobile-traffic migration owing to D2D offloading and resource utilization whilst considering the users' largescale behaviors. It is even more so, when facilitating offloading in large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks and aiming for a high network-ESE performance. Hence there is a paucity of literature on this challenging subject.
B. Our Contributions
Against this backcloth, we endeavour to answer the following two fundamental questions: 1. What is the quantitative impact of the users' behavior, the physical cellular operating conditions and the offloading parameters on the network's ESE? 2. How to optimize the network's ESE by appropriately controlling the volume of geographical mobile-traffic offloaded by D2D communications, whilst satisfying the end-user's QoS requirement and power constraint?
We begin by introducing a D2D-assisted offloading mechanism for large-scale celluar networks, which takes into account both the users' behaviors and the network's operating conditions, such as the D2D offloading radius, the varying geographical mobile-traffic intensity and BS density. Our goal is to determine when and how to offload mobile traffic onto the D2D tier. Based on this offloading mechanism, we then propose an ESE evaluation framework for large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks, which allows us to analyze the impact of the users' behaviors, the D2D-assisted offloading parameters and the cellular network operating conditions on the achievable network's ESE. Finally, we derive an optimal scenario-aware D2D-enabled offloading solution. Our main contributions are summarized below.
1) Tractable ESE Modeling for D2D-Enabled Cellular Networks:
Based on the offloading mechanism conceived, we develop an ESE evaluation framework for large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks, which allows a joint analysis of the impacts of user-behaviors, specifically, mobile-traffic intensity and average user rate, as well as of offloading strategy specified by offloading radius, of BS density and other key cellular network parameters. A pair of spectrum sharing modes, namely, the D2D overlay and underlay inband modes (O mode and U mode), are considered. 1 Several analytical results are obtained, including the average transmit power of D2D transmitters and the network-level ESE. Finally, the qualitative impact of mobile-traffic migration between cellular communication and D2D offloading are characterized accurately. The first part of our contributions are valid for large-scale D2D-enabled cellular networks operating either in the U mode or in the O mode.
2) Energy-Spectral-Efficient D2D-Assisted Offloading Strategy for O Mode: For O mode, a fundamental operation issue is how the system bandwidth can be partitioned optimally into two orthogonal segments between cellular tier and D2D tier. With the aid of the above-mentioned tractable analytical ESE-tool, we design an optimal D2D mobile-traffic offloading scheme for O-mode D2D enabled cellular networks to maximize the network's ESE under specific cellular user outage performance and D2D transmitter power constraints. By matching the users' behaviors and their cellular operating conditions, this optimal offloading strategy ensures the optimal spectrum sharing between the D2D tier and the cellular tier. An additional advantage of our design is its computational efficiency, since our outage-constrained and power-constrained optimal D2D-enabled offloading solution is readily given in a closed-form.
II. D2D-ENABLED CELLULAR SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network in the downlink (DL), composed of the set of BSs Θ B , the set of MDs Θ U , which are retrieving their desired contents, and the set of potential D2D transmitters (DTs) Θ DT , which are actually the MDs that currently have no content to retrieve themselves and which have been chosen by the associated BSs to relay other users' contents. 2 Any MD in Θ U has two service modes: cellular mode and D2D mode. Cellular MDs are associated with their geographically nearest BSs, and D2D MDs can bypass their associated BSs and directly access their DTs in their proximity. DTs are distinguished from MDs in that they either transmit radio signals to the nearby D2D MDs or stay idle. Fig. 1 depicts a typical cellular cell in such a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network. We model Θ B , Θ U and Θ DT with three independent Poisson point processes (PPPs) in the Euclidean plane R 2 with the intensities λ B , λ U and λ DT , respectively. We consider both the largescale pathloss and small-scale fast fading for each desired or 2 In this work, we assume that the set of DTs Θ DT has been selected. How to select DTs or D2D relays is a very complicated problem. This is because many factors, including instantaneous link conditions, spectrum sharing mode, resource allocation and interference mitigation technique adopted, must be taken into consideration. Moreover, mobility patterns and social network features can be utilized to select better D2D relays [5] , [22] , [32] - [34] . interference signal. More specifically, the large-scale pathloss is modeled by l = d −α with d denoting the distance between the transmitter and receiver and α being the pathloss exponent. Rayleigh-distributed fast-fading is considered. In our analysis, the effect of the noise is ignored, since the interference power is far higher than the noise power in this interference-limited scenario. 3 Each MD u i ∈ Θ U has to make an offloading decision, either retrieving its content in its cellular mode or via its D2D mode. This decision depends on the distribution state of the DTs in its proximity. Let the effective D2D transmission range or radius be D , which is defined by
i.e., it is defined as the distance at which the pathloss causes the signal power to drop to ν %. For a typical BS b j ∈ Θ B , we define its service or coverage area by S A,j . The maximum number of cellular MDs supported in each cell is N C . Furthermore, we denote the set of all the MDs under the coverage area
, and D2D MDs, collected in the subset Θ U , which is associated with BS b j , can randomly and independently 3 It is well known that in this circumstance, the noise power only has a very marginal effect on the system coverage probability [35] and almost has no influence on the network EE [36] . 4 Each D2D MD u access one subband to reduce the interference imposed on the other links in the same cell. Note that the probability to access a subband by a D2D pair is 1/β. Therefore, 1/β can be considered as the access probability of D2D pairs, which measures the intensity of D2D bandwidth access. Since D2D link should supports higher-rate than cellular link, the subband allocated to a cellular MD is narrower than that accessed by a D2D MD, and we have N C > β.
For the O mode, the total bandwidth is divided into two orthogonal segments. The fraction of (1 − ω)W is allocated to the cellular tier, and the other part of ωW is used for the D2D tier, where 0 < ω < 1. Specifically, the cellular-tier bandwidth (1 − ω)W is divided into the N C subbands for the MDs of Θ C,j U , while the D2D-tier bandwidth ωW is divided into the β subbands for the D2D pairs of Θ D,j U . Similarly, the subband allocated to a cellular MD is typically narrower than that for a D2D MD.
First, let us consider a typical BS-MD link between b j and the i-th cellular MD u
where W C = W/N C for the U mode and ∼ exp (1) . Furthermore, we consider the worst-case interference, where all interfering BSs transmit at the maximum power P C /N C at the subband. Hence, for both the U mode and O mode, the interference coming from all the other BSs' transmissions is given by
Similarly, let us assume that all the interfering DTs transmit at the maximum power of P D /β at a subband, where P D is the maximum transmission power of DT. Then for the U mode, the worst-case interference coming from all the interfering DTs can be expressed as
where P D /N C is the power of the interfering D2D transmissions inside the celluar subband for u
are respectively the pathloss and fast fading power gain of the link between DT n and u 
Because the worst-case interference is considered, the service rate of (2) represents a low bound of the achievable rate. Second, for the k-th D2D MD u
k , D be the nearest DT. Then the service rate of the link between DT n and u
where 
where P C /β is the power of the interfering celluar transmissions inside the D2D subband for u 
where DT n ∧ DT n indicates that DT n and DT n are allocated with the same D2D subband. Again, the service rate of (6) represents a low bound of the achievable rate. Table I lists the main notations used in this paper.
III. ESE EVALUATION OF LARGE-SCALE MOBILE-TRAFFIC-AWARE D2D-ENABLED OFFLOADING
In this section, we first model the large-scale mobile-trafficaware D2D-assisted offloading by appropriately configuring the offloading region at each MD in both the U and O modes, and then quantify the overall ESE performance based on the network's resource utilization in both the D2D and cellular tiers for a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network.
A. Offloading Region for D2D-Enabled Offloading
Modeling offloading region is the first step in the ESE performance evaluation of a large-scale D2D-enabled offloading system. Therefore, we firstly characterize the effective D2D transmission radius by considering the requirement for the transmit power capability of D2D transmitter, measured in watt. Hence, the following two propositions are given. 
Proposition 1:
In a large-scale D2D-enabled U-mode based cellular network having a BS density of λ B , a mobile-traffic intensity of λ U and a DT density of λ DT , the transmit power capability of D2D transmitters, denoted by Z D U [watt], the average D2D user rate R D2D , the D2D access probability 1/β, and the effective D2D transmission radius D , which defines the offloading region O u i , D in the U mode, satisfy the following inequality, (10) , shown at the bottom of this page, where α > 2, P OL is the offloading probability given by
and Γ(x) = +∞ 0 t x−1 exp(−t)dt, while the DT active probability K, a function of λ U and D , is given by (13) with y = πλ U 2 D and Ei(y) being the exponential integral function defined by
Clearly, the maximum tolerable D2D transmission radius 
where α > 2. Furthermore, the maximum tolerable D2D transmission radius 
B. Downlink Transmit Power Analysis
Next we derive the average DL transmit power for a typical BS-MD link and the BS's aggregate DL transmit power in both the U and O modes.
Proposition 3: In a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network having a BS density of λ B with the average cellular user rate R C , a mobile-traffic intensity of λ U and a DT density of λ DT with the D2D offloading radius D , the average DL
transmit power assigned in W C for a typical BS-MD link in the U mode is given by
where α > 2. Furthermore, assuming that all the cellular MDs have an identical user rate of R C , the BS's aggregate DL transmit power in the U mode is given as
where K = 3.75.
Proof: See Appendix C. 
. Therefore, the overall effect of increasing λ DT is to increase P 
Proposition 4:
In a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network having a BS density of λ B with the average cellular user rate R C , a mobile-traffic intensity of λ U and a DT density λ DT with the D2D offloading radius D , given the total bandwidth in cellular tier (1 − ω)W , the average DL transmit power assigned in W C for a typical BS-MD link in the O mode is given by
Furthermore, assuming that all the cellular MDs have an identical service rate of R C , the BS's aggregate DL transmit power in the O mode is given by
.
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3. In fact, the proof is simpler, as the cross-tier interference I DC j = 0 in the O mode.
C. Network ESE Performance Evaluation
We now quantify the network's ESE. First, the network's area power consumptions (APCs) from all the BS-MD links in the U and O modes are given respectively by
where a E is the efficiency factor of BS power amplifier and P OM is the static operation power consumption of a BS. Second, the APCs from all the D2D links in the U and O modes are given respectively by
where b E is the efficiency factor of DT power amplifier, and λ act DT = Kλ U P OL is the active DT density (see Appendix A). Note that in (20) to (23), the receiver signal processing power consumption is neglected. 5 By using R C and R D2D to denote the average user rates in cellular and D2D tiers, respectively, the network's area spectral efficiency (ASE) is given by
We are ready to present the ESE performance of the largescale D2D-enabled cellular network operating in the U and O modes in the following two propositions, respectively.
Proposition 5:
For the large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network operating in the U mode with the cellular and D2D spatially average user rates of R C and R D2D , respectively, as well as having a BS density of λ B , a mobile-traffic intensity of λ U , a DT density λ DT with the D2D offloading radius D , the BS static operation power consumption P OM , and the BS and DT power amplifier efficiencies of a E and b E , respectively, the network's ESE is expressed as
where
Proposition 6: For the large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network operating in the O mode with the total bandwidth in cellular tier (1 − ω)W , the cellular and D2D spatially average user rates of R C and R D2D , respectively, as well as having a BS density of λ B , a mobile-traffic intensity of λ U , a DT density λ DT with the D2D offloading radius D , the BS static operation power consumption P OM , and the BS and DT power amplifier efficiencies of a E and b E , respectively, the network's ESE is expressed as
IV. ESE OPTIMIZATION FOR MOBILE-TRAFFIC-AWARE D2D-ENABLED CELLULAR NETWORKS
In this section, we first evaluate the celluar user outage performance in large-scale mobile-traffic-aware D2D-enabled cellular networks for both U and O mods, and then propose a spectrum partitioning scheme for the O mode to maximize the achievable network's ESE under both the celluar-user outage constraint and D2D transmit power constraint.
A. Outage Performance
The outage performance of a typical BS-MD link with the coexist of D2D links is presented in the following two propositions for the U and O modes, respectively.
Proposition 7:
In a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network operating in the U mode, given an effective D2D transmission radius of D , the outage probability for a typical BS-MD link is given by
Proof: See Appendix D. Utilizing E[W C ] = W λ B /λ U (1 − P OL ), we define the average cellular outage probability in the U mode as
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are obtained respectively by replacing γ with γ = 2 RC λU(1−POL)/W λB − 1 in (33) and (34) . The average cellular outage probability is a function of D which is explicitly indicated in (35) . Note that both ρ 1 and ρ 2 increase as γ increases, while γ is a monotonically decreasing function
By setting ρ 2 = 0 in (31), we readily obtain the following result for the O mode.
Proposition 8: In a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network operating in the O mode with the spectrum partitioning factor ω, given an effective D2D transmission radius of D , the outage probability for a typical BS-MD link is given by
In the O mode, since
, we define the average cellular outage probability as
with γ = 2 RC λU(1−POL)/(1−ω)W λB − 1. Clearly, Q O is a monotonically increasing function of ω, and it is a monotonically decreasing function of D . When investigating the influence of the spectral partitioning factor ω for given D , we will simply denote the average cellular outage probability in the O mode as Q O (ω).
B. Optimal Cross-Tier Spectrum Partitioning in O Mode
For the O model, the system bandwidth is partitioned orthogonally into the two segments of (1 − ω)W and ωW for the cellular and D2D tiers, respectively. We propose a crosstier spectrum partitioning scheme in the O mode to maximize the achievable network's ESE under both the cellularuser outage constraint and D2D transmit power constraint. Mathematically, this optimal spectrum partitioning can be formulated as the following optimization problem
where θ O is the cellular user outage threshold, and we have explicitly indicated that the average D2D transmit power P O Da is a function of ω.
Since increasing the spectrum portion of the D2D tier decreases the requirement of D2D transmit power, P O Da (ω) is a monotonically decreasing function of ω. But Q O (ω) is a monotonically increasing function of ω. Therefore, the constrained feasible region for ω that satisfies both the celluaruser outage constraint and D2D transmit power constraint is ω ∈ [ω Da , ω out ], where ω Da and ω out can be numerically obtained from the following two equations respectively
Clearly, if ω Da > ω out , the feasible region of ω is empty, and there exists no solution for the constrained optimization (39). Proposition 9: Given the effective D2D transmission range of D , there exists an unique ω that maximizes the network's ESE and it can be obtained numerically from (42)
Proof: The derivative of η OL ESE with respect to ω is ∂η
in which 
We are ready to present the solutionω . Theorem 1: Let ω be the unconstrained optimal spectrum partitioning solution obtained by solving (42). Assume that the feasible region of ω for the constrained optimization (39) is not empty, i.e., ω Da ≤ ω out . Then the optimal solutionω for the constrained optimization (39) is given as follows.
V. MOBILE-TRAFFIC-AWARE D2D-ENABLED OFFLOADING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We use numerical (theoretical) and simulation results to evaluate the ESE performance for a large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network. In particular, we investigate the influence of the key parameters, including the effective D2D transmission radius D and the number of subbands in the D2D tier β, on the achievable network's ESE. Unless otherwise stated, the network has the total bandwidth W = 20 MHz, the maximum BS transmit power P C = 20watts, the maximum DT transmit power P D = 1 watt, the BS static power consumption P OM = 20 watts, the BS and DT power amplifier efficiencies a E = b E = 1, and the DT density λ DT = 150 DTs/km 2 . The pathloss exponent is set to α = 3.8. The default network parameters are listed in Table II .
A. Impact of D2D Transmission Radius
The D2D transmission radius D is one of the most important network parameters that influence the achievable 6 The proofs of small, and after reaching the peak value, the network's ESE becomes decreasing as D increases. Also the network's ESE becomes saturated for sufficiently large D . This is because when the effective D2D transmission radius is large, most of the cellular mobile-traffic have been offloaded to the D2D tier, and enlarging further D will not alter the achievable ESE noticeably. It can also be seen from Fig. 2 that for relatively small D , increasing the mobile-traffic intensity λ U always leads to a higher η U ESE but the same cannot be said for relatively large D . As for the O mode network, the influence of λ U to η O ESE is more complicated, which also depends on D . Observe from Fig. 3 that for relatively large D , increasing λ U always leads to the decrease in η O ESE . We continue to investigate the impacts of the effective D2D transmission radius D as well as the cellular and D2D links' service data rates R C and R D2D by varying D as well as R C and R D2D , and the resulting networks' ESE performance in the U and O modes are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 , respectively, where λ U = 500 MDs/km 2 , λ B = 5 BSs/km 2 and β=20, while additionally for the O mode network, ω = 0.5. Obviously, the influence of D to the network's ESE is similar to that depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 . We note that for the relatively small D , the increase of the D2D tier service rate R D2D leads to the increase of the network's ESE but by contrast, increasing the cellular service rate R C causes the decrease in the network's ESE. This implies that the cellular link is not an energy-spectral efficient link, in comparison with the D2D link, owing to its large distance and scarce spectrum resources. An interesting phenomenon observed from Figs. 4 and 5 is that for the same D2D-link service rate R D2D , the ESEs corresponding to different cellular service rates R C approach to a same value when D is large. This is easy to understand since most of the mobile-traffic have been offloaded to the D2D tier for large D and the network's ESE is mainly determined by R D2D .
B. Impact of D2D Access Probability
The D2D access probability 1/β or the number of subbands in the D2D tier β is another key network parameter that significantly influences the network's achievable ESE performance. The achievable η decreases the achievable ESE in general, since the increased interference as a result of increasing λ B outweighs the effect of the reduced BS-MD distance. It can be seen that the network's ESE is a monotonically decreasing function of β. As expected, given λ B = 5 BS/km 2 , increasing the system bandwidth W increases the achievable network's ESE, while given λ B = 10 BS/km 2 and 15 BS/km 2 as well as for not too small β, the network's ESE is an increasing function of W . Also observe that η O ESE is smaller than η U ESE in general, suggesting that the underlay operating mode is more spectrum and energy efficient than the overlay operating mode. Da as more spectrum resource is available to D2D links in the U mode, and the increase of the mobiletraffic intensity increases the required average D2D transmit power as expected.
C. Performance Evaluation
In Fig. 9 , the relationship between the O-mode network's ESE η O ESE and the fraction of the total bandwidth ω is illustrated. In line with Proposition 9, there exists a unique unconstrained optimal ω , which maximizes the achievable network's ESE η O ESE . Furthermore, increasing the mobiletraffic intensity moves the optimal ω to the right, which implies that when λ U is increased, we need allocate more spectrum to the D2D tier in order to attain a higher ESE.
D. Optimal Spectrum Partitioning in O Mode
We now illustrate our optimal spectrum sharing design of the constrained optimization (39) for the large-scale D2D-enabled cellular network operating in the O mode. The network parameters are given in Table II . For this network, the optimal unconstrained spectrum partitioning solution that maximizes the network's ESE η O ESE is ω = 0.70, which can be obtained by solving (42). From Fig. 9 , it can also be seen that ω = 0.70 corresponds to the peak value of the η O ESE curve related to λ U = 200 MDs/km 2 as to be expected. The optimal constrained solutionsω obtained according to Theorem 1 are listed in Table III given 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the practical D2D-assisted offloading protocol conceived for the future 5G cellular network, we have proposed an ESE evaluation framework for large-scale mobiletraffic-aware D2D-enabled cellular networks operating in U and O modes, respectively, which allows us to analyze the impact of user-behaviors, D2D-assisted offloading parameters and cellular network operating conditions on the achievable network's ESE. Since all the our analytical results have been derived in closed-form and their accuracy has been verified in an extensive simulation study, they provide efficient and practical tools for designing and evaluating future D2D enabled cellular networks. With aid of our tractable and efficient ESE analytical tool, we have further designed an optimal spectrum partitioning scheme for large-scaled D2D-enabled cellular networks operating in O mode to maximize the network's ESE with cellular user outage performance and D2D transmitters' power as constraints. This solution/design is particularly valuable to future D2D enabled cellular networks operating in O mode, because it ensures that the optimal offloading strategy always matches both the users behaviors and cellular operation conditions.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1
Proof: Recall that a typical MD u i has the offloading region O u i , D . A typical activated DT by broadcasting can simultaneously serve one or more MDs who's distances to the DT are less than or equal to D . Let λ act DT denote the density of active DTs, which can be expressed as
where E[N DT ] is the average number of MDs served by a DT. Let d denote the distance between u i and its nearest DT. Then the probability density function (PDF) of d is given by
Therefore, the probability for a typical MD u i is offloaded by DTs can be expressed as
Since the MDs are distributed according to a PPP, the probability massive function (PMF) of
N DT ! , e.g., [38] , where πλ U 2 D is the circular area covered by a typical DT. Therefore, the density of active DTs can be expressed as
By applying the well-known property of the infinite series (48) and using the notation
dt. From (6), the average transmit power for the typical D2D link associated with the MD u D,j k in the U mode is given by 
Next consider the D2D tier interference I dd contributed by the PPP distributed DT interferers in the finite annular region with the inner diameter r dd and the outer diameter r out,D . The MGF of I dd is given by
Similarly, consider the cellular tier interference I cd contributed by the PPP distributed BS interferers in the finite annular region with the inner diameter r cd , where
and the outer diameter r out,C . The MGF of I cd is given by
Thus
Clearly,
For α > 2, plugging (56) to (59) into (51) yields the typical D2D link's average transmit power conditioned on r cd and r dd as
Further denote v = r cd and u = r dd . By integrating (60) with the PDFs of u and v, we obtain the average transmit power P U Da given by
After some algebraic manipulations to complete the integration (61), we obtain the expression of P U Da which is the righthand side of the inequality (10) . This completes the proof.
B. Proof of Proposition 2
Proof: The average transmit power for the typical D2D link associated with the MD u D,j k in the O mode is given by
which is obtained by removing I
CD n
and replacing W with ωW in (50). Similar to the derivation of (60), by considering the interfer layout O u D,j k , r dd with r dd as given in (52), the average D2D transmit power in the O mode conditioned on r dd can be expressed as
Again denote u = r dd . By integrating (63) with the PDF of u, we arrive at
After some algebraic manipulations to complete the integration (64), we obtain the expression of P O Da which is the righthand side of the inequality (15) . This completes the proof. 
where the interference I 
Completing the integral (72) leads to the average DL transmit power given in (16) . Then, we focus on b j having the coverage area of S A,j = S A and serving N C cellular MDs. Since the PMF of N C ≥ 1 is given by [38] g(N C ) =
(
and all the cellular MDs have the identical rate of R C , the average aggregate DL transmit power conditioned on the cell size of S A is given by
Noting that the PDF of S A is given by f SA (t) = λ 
After some algebraic manipulations to complete the integral (75), we arrive at (17) . This completes the proof.
D. Proof of Proposition 7
Proof: The outage probability of a typical cellular user u C,j i conditioned on r cc is given by 
Considering the worst case that u
C,j i
is at the cell edge, we have r cc = 1/πλ B , since πr 2 cc = 1/λ B . Plugging it into (76) and with the help of Appendix B of [35] completes the proof.
